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A bold project to read the complete genetic sequences of every known vertebrate species reaches its first milestone by publishing new methods and the first 25 high-quality genomes. It’s one of the ...
First Major Discoveries Reported From Project to Read Complete Genetic Sequences of All 70,000 Vertebrate Species
Mitochondria are in vogue, with devotees ranging from exercise physiologists and sports scientists to molecular biologists and clinicians all coalescing around these unusual organelles.
Mitochondrial DNA in cancer: Small genome, big impact
Credit: Peter Ross It’s one of the most audacious projects in biology today – reading the entire genome of every bird, mammal, lizard, fish, and all other creatures with backbones. The paper also lays ...
Project to Read Genomes of All 70,000 Vertebrate Species Reports First Discoveries
That theory is "panspermia." It holds that life first arose in space and that planets in the solar system were "seeded" with microbes carried across the cosmos by dust, meteors and debris. "Panspermia ...
The fungus on Mars and the man who thinks he found life on other planets
That theory is "panspermia." It holds that life first arose in space and that planets in the solar system were "seeded" with microbes carried across the cosmos by dust, meteors and debris. "Panspermia ...
The fungus on Mars and the prince of panspermia
Manndible Cafe will soon brew its last espresso drinks and roll up its final burritos — the independently-owned campus eatery will close May 21 after the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences ...
Farewell to Manndible: Mann Library Staple to Close in May
Researchers claim that images from Mars taken by NASA rovers and orbiting spaceships appear to show fungus-like specimens emerging from the Martian soil.
Mushrooms on Mars? Scientists claim to have found evidence of FUNGI on the Red Planet - or are they just rock formations?
The world was running out of time, and so was Joanne Chory. The 63-year-old biologist was nearing the end of a distinguished career researching how plants grow. Now she’d won the most prestigious ...
Joanne Chory is using plants to save the planet
Researchers claim that images from Mars taken by NASA rovers and orbiting spaceships appear to show fungus-like specimens emerging from the Martian soil.
Scientists claim to have found evidence of FUNGI on the Red Planet
Margaret Kyle, an economist at Mines ParisTech graduate school who co-authored a January study by the Council of Economic Analysis (CAE), a government advisory body, says France ought to be ...
After vaccine failures, France laments biomedical decline
Climate change helped to kill most of the world’s sunflower sea stars. Resurrecting them could revive carbon dioxide-sequestering kelp forests.
Scientists Are Breeding Sea Stars in a Lab to Rehabilitate Warming Oceans
Biology isn’t just the study of endless ... to situations they might never have heard of. The essay question in Paper 1 in 2014, asked students about their knowledge of a lean meat diet, its ...
HKDSE 2020: Top tips from an expert for the Biology exam
After coronavirus vaccine failures, France laments the state of its R&D. Apr. 21, 2021 , 4:15 PM. On 25 January, as France’s third pandemic wav ...
After coronavirus vaccine failures, France laments the state of its biomedical R&D
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 3, 2021, 11:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood morning and welcome to the Green Plains Inc. and ...
Green Plains Partners LP (GPP) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Kelp cover has fallen more than 95% since 2014, devastating fishing ... they can live 50 years or longer. A paper published in the journal Communications Biology in March analyzed the loss of ...
Scientists are breeding sea stars in a lab in a Jurassic Park approach to combating climate change
A transcript of episode 13 of The Conversation Weekly podcast, including new research on neuroplasticity in the brain.
Scottish independence: what's at stake in May elections
It's one of the most audacious projects in biology today - reading the entire ... genomes of an endangered vertebrate species. The paper also lays out the technical advances that let scientists ...
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